
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1200

Aztecs begin to 

travel south in 
search of a 

homeland

1325

Aztecs build 

Tenochtitlan 
on an island in 

a lake

1428

Aztecs formed 

an alliance 
with Texcoco 

and Tlacopan

1440

Motecuzoma 

came to power

1519                                    

Empire 

inclided more 
than 400 small 

city-states

Tenochtitlan

lake offered 

fish, water, 

birds, and frogs

Saw an eagle 

with a snake in 

its mouth sitting 

on a cactus

Water all 

around made 

the island easy 

to defend

No other people 

lived on the 

island



Good farmers

Island in lake 

Built chinampas 

for farmland

Tenochtitlan

Good farmers

Built 

chinampas

Good warriors

Advanced 

weaponry for 

their time

Tenochtitlan

Land briges to 

connect Island 

to Mainland

Built dike       

(wall of earth) to 

protect city 
from floods

Built chinampas 

for farmland

 

 

Built dike       

(wall of earth) to 

protect city 
from floods



 

 

Aztec 

transportation

They were 

familiar with 

the wheel but 

it was only 

used in toys

They used 

dugout canoes 

for 

transportation

They didn't 

have horses, 

mules or other 

animals

The lake provided a large 

supply of water.

They were great warriors 

because of their weapons. 

The lake provided 

protection from all sides.

Since they lived on a lake, 

they built chinampas so that 

they could grow food.

They built a very large 

empire. As many as 5 

million people lived under 

the rule of the Aztecs.

Tenochtitlan



Aztec government

They believed 

talked to the 

Aztecs 

documented 

sacrifices.

Aztec government

They were not 

allowed to 

turn their 

backs on him.

They believed 

that their 

emperor 

talked to the 

gods.

They 

captured 

their enimies 

for Sacrifice.

They also 

documented 

conquest.

Aztecs 

documented 

tributes from 

conquered places.

 

 

Aztecs 

documented 

tributes from 

conquered places.



 

Common person not 

allowed to dress up.

• This protected the 

class system.

• Only nobles were 

allowed to dress up.

Common person not 

allowed to dress up.

allowed to dress up.

In divorce, each 

person gets half of 

the possessions

• that is fair because 

each person is equal

• It is peace keeping 

because that way 

they don't fight 

about who gets 

what

If someone stole 

sommething they had 

to pay it back.

• This was fair 

because it is like an 

eye for an eye.

• It was protective 

because that way 

they wouldn't want 

revenge

 

If someone stole 

sommething they had 

to pay it back.

This was fair 

because it is like an 

eye for an eye.

It was protective 

because that way 

they wouldn't want 

revenge


